FRIENDS HOME IN KENNETT
COVID UPDATE 7/10/2022
The residents in Friends Home were retested on Saturday 7.9. At this time one
new resident did test positive. We also experienced a fire emergency on
Wednesday 7.6 where all residents were required to be evacuated. Luckily there
was not an actual fire, but this incident did extend the Friends Home
overall YELLLOW status until retesting on 7.12.22 due to possible exposures. The
residents who have tested positive must continue to be in isolation, RED status,
until their day 10 which is Tuesday 7.12.
All residents and HC staff will be tested Tuesday at which time a new COVID
status will be obtained.
Those residents not on isolation can walk outside their room but MUST wear a
mask at all times and stay away from any other resident. This is for everyone’s
protection and to facilitate returning to GREEN status as soon as possible.
Residents not on isolation can leave Friends Home but remember, the reason
for YELLOW status is everyone has possibly been exposed to a COVID positive
person. Residents not isolated can receive visitors but everyone must wear a
mask and there is a risk to exposure with this action.
Linden Hall is on RED with one resident testing positive. All other residents can be
out of their rooms with 1:1 activity with other staff. Linden Hall residents must
not be in contact with each other until further test results are obtained. Linden
Hall residents can enjoy the patio with staff and maintaining 6 feet distance from
each other. Linden Hall is closed to outside visitors at this time.
Please call with any questions or concerns. I am very grateful that all those who
have tested positive last week are doing well and in recovery mode.
Thank you!
Christine McDonald
Executive Director
610-444-2577 extension 202
cmcdonald@fhkennett.org

